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Usewear and phytoliths on bedrock grinding patches, Pilbara,
north‐western Australia

Richard Fullagar, University of Wollongong and Scarp Archaeology

and

Lynley Wallis, Flinders University and Wallis Heritage Consulting

Abstract
Bedrock grinding patches were recorded in the Fortescue Metals Group Ltd Rail
Corridor within the Wooodstock/Abydos Aboriginal Heritage Area 130 km south of Port
Hedland, Western Australia. WA State Ministerial conditions required the salvage of
representative samples, residue analysis and other detailed microscopic study to
investigate the technology and function of grinding patches in the area. Following a pilot
study and experimental work, we undertook microscopic study of 159 samples –
including PVS (PolyVinyl Siloxane™) peels and water extractions – from 81 grinding
patches, collected at six recorded sites. The worn stone surfaces are similar
microscopically to traces found on experimental and Aboriginal stone artefacts used for
grinding seeds, although the development of wear patterns is variable. The most
common residues were phytoliths which indicate that grinding patches were utilised for
grinding grasses of the Panicoid and Chloridoid sub‐families, although the open nature
of the sites means issues of taphonomy need to be considered. Spinifex phytoliths
suggest seeds from this plant may also have been exploited. No traces of pigment or
ochre were found. We suggest that the grinding patches are linked with food processing
associated ceremonial gatherings and rock art.

Introduction
As part of a heritage mitigation strategy, Shaun Canning, ACHM (Australian Cultural
Heritage Management) and Gavin Jackson (Gavin Jackson P/L) invited RF to salvage
some granite grinding patches in the Pilbara, Western Australia (WA). WA State
Ministerial conditions required the salvage of representative samples, residue analysis
and other detailed microscopic study to investigate the technology and function of the
grinding patches prior to their destruction. The bedrock grinding patches had been
previously recorded in the FMG Rail Corridor within the Wooodstock/Abydos
Aboriginal Heritage Area 130 km south of Port Hedland, WA (Jackson 2006). The area is
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60‐200
0 km south
h of Port Hedland iin Karriyaarra and Palyku
P
Abooriginal lan
nds. RF
subseq
quently inv
vited Alan Watchman
n to underrtake geolo
ogical inveestigations and to
evaluatte possibillities for dating
d
orgganic accreetions on the grindiing patche
es. This
fieldwo
ork with RF
F, Alan Wa
atchman, G
Gavin Jackson and Boo
one Law (A
ACHM) too
ok place
on Karrriyarra co
ountry in December 2006 in the compa
any of FM
MG personn
nel and
Karriyaarra community mem
mbers (Brucce Bung and
d Andrew Gordon).
G
A key objecttive was
to sample 14 grin
nding patch
hes from ffour Aborig
ginal sites in order too develop a viable
recordiing and sam
mpling methodology.. Polyvinyl Siloxane (PVS) peelss were take
en from
all worrn grindingg patches (from the smoothestt looking surfaces)
s
aand from adjacent
a
unworn
n surfaces.. An aqueo
ous samplee was also removed using a pi pette to su
uck any
residuees from th
he abundan
nt cracks iin the gran
nite surface. Subsequuent fieldw
work by
Gavin JJackson ressulted in th
he applicattion of this methodolo
ogy to recoover a furth
her 159
PVS an
nd aqueous residue sa
amples from
m six moree sites (n=8
81 grindingg patches to
otal). In
this paaper, we ou
utline the recording
r
m
methodology and sum
mmarise kkey findings of the
microscopic stud
dy, suggestting that th
he grindin
ng patches were mosst likely used
u
for
grindin
ng seeds, in
ncluding pe
erhaps the ttiny seeds of spinifex, for whichh there is on
nly rare
ethno‐h
historical evidence.
e
Study A
Area
The stu
udy area is part of botth Karriyarrra and Paly
yku countrry, approxim
mately 60‐200 km
south of Port Heedland, in the Pilbaara region of WA (F
Figure 1). The landsscape is
ny desert with
w
irregu
ular and veery low rainfall, 150‐ 300 mm per
p year
essentiially a ston
(BoM 2
2012). The vegetation is dominatted by acaccia and spin
nifex scrub (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Study arrea. [Sourcce: FMG]
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Figure 2: Spinifex and acacia species dominate the landscape around the granite domes
and grinding patches. [Photo: Boone Law]

Watchman (2007:4) in his geological report noted that the study area generally lies
‘between the Pilbara hinterland of iron‐rich sediments and the coast, and essentially
comprises low granite hills about 200 m in elevation. Various Archaean granitic rocks
crop out in the area and these comprise the Yule Batholith (Hickman and Lipple 1978).’

Watchman (2007:4) described one typical site with unusual xenoliths (rocks that are
enveloped in a larger rock during formation):
‘At site KAR 06‐02 this structural dome of granitoids is part of a migmatite suite of rocks
consisting of fine to coarse‐grained equigranular to porphyritic biotite adamellite and
biotite granodiorite. Leucosomes of thin aplite dykes and pegmatites have intruded
parallel to the foliation.
At site KAR 06‐02 a narrow, even‐grained aplite has intruded the porphyritic biotite
adamellite, and it is on this equigranular intrusive rock that the grinding patch (#1) was
made (Figure 3). The aplite dyke is approximately 55cm wide and contains pale,
elongate xenoliths (near the colour scale in Figure 3). The dyke trends at 30° and
although generally flat on top has a slight dip of approximately 10° to the northwest.’
The granite includes quartz that varies in grain size and is very hard. Hundreds if not
thousands of grinding patches occur in this area and their function is thought to be
either for pigment preparation or grinding plant foods (Jackson 2006).
Bedrock Grinding Patches
The granite commonly outcrops in the form of domes rising gently above the sandy
plain. Hundreds of granite grinding patches were recorded by ACHM and Gavin Jackson
in an area where the FMG rail was proposed (Jackson 2006). The sampled patches have
macroscopic smoothing varying from about 30 cm x 15 cm in maximum dimensions up
3

to about 300 cm x 150 cm. Grinding patch morphology mostly follows the flat to slightly
convex topography of the granite domes. Some grinding patches have depressions worn
from use, forming a concave cross‐section. Some grinding patches are adjacent to
stream beds or natural shallow depressions in the granite that have held water after
rain (Figure 3 and Figure 4), though others are associated with no obvious source of
water.

The granite grinding patches in the study area exhibit different degrees of grinding and
some variation in the type of granite on which they occur. Some surfaces are very
weathered, and modification by grinding shows up very clearly. Other granites have
exfoliated and exposed relatively fresh surfaces, some of which have also been used for
grinding.

Figure 3: Some grinding patches (on the edge of the granite slab, below the pink and
black flagging tape) have shallow depressions and are located near stream beds. [Photo:
Boone Law]

Figure 4: Some grinding patches are on low domes of granite but stream beds are less
than a few hundred metres away. Left to right: Gavin Jackson, Bruce Bung, Andrew
4

Gordon, Alan Watchman, with RF crouching and pointing at the grinding patch. [Photo:
Boone law]
Occasionally upper grinding stones or hand stones were found near the grinding
patches. Hand stones are typically made of a hard dolerite (Figure 5).

Figure 5: An upper grinding stone or hand stone (dolerite) found near a bedrock
grinding patch. [Photo: Boone Law]

Although we are aware of few tool‐use experiments undertaken specifically on granite
(but see below), many tool‐use experiments have been undertaken utilising quartz, and
it is the smoothing, polish, and striations on quartz‐rich rocks that provide a key for
interpreting the usewear patterns described below (e.g. Fullagar 1991, 2006).

Karriyarra community members Andrew Gordon and Bruce Bung involved with the
fieldwork project suggested that grinding patches might have been used for grinding
ochre for body paint. Consequently, the grinding patches are thought to be linked to
body painting and men’s ceremonies performed near adjacent Aboriginal rock
engravings on dolerite outcrops, similar to the granophyre rock formations on the
Burrup.

Experimental Archaeology
Two tool‐use experiments were undertaken by RF in the field. Spinifex and Acacia seeds
were harvested and were ground to flour in a period of about 30 minutes, using a
dolerite hand stone and a granite slab (Figure 6). The main purpose of this experiment
was to enable RF to observe the nature of grinding usewear on granite. It is likely that
the main form of abrasive wear is a consequence of grinding hard stones together (as it
is for sandstone seed grinding implements). However, the presence of siliceous particles
(phytoliths) and other plant tissue also contributes to polish formation, as has been
documented for a wide range of processed materials in numerous tool‐use experiments
(e.g. Hamon 2008).
5

Grinding experiments were also undertaken with red ochre (hematite) which leaves a
distinctive, bright, extremely fine‐grained residue that was extremely difficult to
remove. In this instance the grinding process rapidly ceased to be effective because the
ochre firmly filled all the depressions and cracks, creating a hard smooth film and
clogging the hard sharp grains of the original rough granite surface. Because the stones
were too large to fit on a microscope stage, polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) peels (see below)
were taken to facilitate the study of the grinding surfaces at high magnification using a
light microscope.

Polish development under these grinding conditions probably cannot extend beyond a
stage when grains are plucked from the surface (see Figure 7). These plucked grains
provide free abrasives that will constrain the extent of polish forming as the entire
surface is gradually worn down (Kamminga 1979). More compacted, homogenous
stones (such as quartzite) can sustain much more developed patches of polish, but the
surface of the granite from this study area is constantly and rapidly

Figure 6: Experimental grinding tools used to grind Spinifex and Acacia seeds. Left:
lower grinding stone (granite). Right: Hand stone (dolerite). Scale bar is in centimetres.
[Photo: RF]
Polish development under these grinding conditions probably cannot extend beyond a
stage when grains are plucked from the surface (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Useweaar on experrimental loower granitte grinding
g stone (shhown in Fig
gure 6).
Left: so
ome broad
d striations and abrassive smootthing. Note the pits w
where grain
ns have
been plucked from
m the surfa
face. Scale oon left is in
n millimetrres. Right: PVS peel of
o lower
ng stone sh
howing fine
e striations,, smoothing and polissh (lighter coloured streaks).
grindin
Scale: D
Diagonal is about 1mm
m. [Photo: R
RF]
being w
worn with use, in the
e same wayy (but perh
haps less rapidly thann) sandstone seed
grindin
ng tools com
mmonly fou
und in otheer parts of arid
a Austra
alia.
Method
dology: sam
mpling grinding patch
hes for usew
wear and re
esidues
We useed two tech
hniques to gather
g
sam
mples for stu
udying the function off bedrock grinding
g
patchess. First, the areas to be sampl ed (those deemed to
o be the ‘m
most worn
n’) were
cleaned
d by wipin
ng the surfaces vigoorously with
w
ethano
ol to remoove loose surface
residuees. Then, a dental imp
pression coompound, polyvinyl
p
siiloxane (PV
VS) (see Ma
andikos
1998), was used to
t take a high resoluttion impresssion of the
e grinding surface and of the
nt area wiith no grin
nding (Figgure 8). Ussing this method
m
quuartz grain
ns were
adjacen
replicatted with exxcellent cla
arity such that natural fracture features w
were easily
y visible
under a metallogrraphic refle
ected light m
microscopee at x200 magnificatio
m
on. Next we
e used a
disposaable nylon dropper to
o deliver p
purified waater to the porous
p
rocck surface close to
where the PVS saamples we
ere taken oon the grin
nding patch
h (Figure 99). The water was
agitated with the nylon tip and
a left to soak into cracks in the
t granite for a minu
ute. The
r
it had ‘suckked up’ fro
om the cracks and rock surfa
ace was
water and any residues
removeed with th
he dropper and transsferred to sealed nylon tubes ((Figure 10). Later
examin
nation reveealed that a wide ran
nge of partticles includ
ding phytooliths were
e clearly
visible in these reesidue samples when viewed miicroscopica
ally under a transmittted light
microscope at x20
00.
In addition to the peels and residue sam
mples, tiny
y flakes from
m the grindding surfaces were
removeed by Alan
n Watchme
en so thatt I could examine
e
th
he polishedd and unp
polished
surfacees microsco
opically; th
his was coonsidered necessary
n
because
b
usse‐wear striations
were not visible on
o the grind
ding patchees at low magnificatio
m
on in the fieeld.
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Figure 8: RF delivering PVS (with mixing dispenser) to the grinding patch surface KAR
06‐21 GP 16. [Photo: Boone Law]

Figure 9: RF taking a residue sample with the disposable nylon dropper. [Photo: Boone
Law]

Figure 10: PVS (green peels) and residue (sealed tube) samples on and off a grinding
patch. The red stain is formed by very fine sediment at the margin of depressions that
fill with rain. The green PVS peels were removed and sealed in plastic bags. Larger PVS
8

peels ((the size off standard microscop
pe slides) were
w
made
e for some grinding patches.
p
[Photo:: Boone Law
w]
Resultss: Use‐wearr observations
Using a stereoscopic microscope in thee laboratory
y, with low
w angled pooint source of light,
striatio
ons were noted
n
to be
e very com
mmon on th
he small fla
aked rock samples re
emoved
from grinding paatches (Figu
ure 11). Ad
dditionally
y, the PVS peels
p
from
m grinding patches
provideed a negatiive impression but w
with sufficieent detail to
o see the s ame featurres. PVS
peels o
on freshly fractured
f
quartz grain
ns indicate the excelle
ent resoluttion achievable via
this meethod (Figu
ure 12).

Figure 11: Striatio
ons visible on rock saample from
m grinding patch
p
KAR 006 21 1A (4). Left:
Width of field about 1cm. Right:
R
Detaail of usew
wear on rocck sample. Diagonal is
i about
1mm. [[Photo: RF]

Figure 12: Impresssion of fre
esh fracturres and streess lines on
n a quartz grain (circcled) on
PVS Sam
mple 11 taaken away from
f
the m
most worn area
a
at grin
nding patchh KAR 06 21 GP38.
The ph
hoto was taaken at x10
00 magnificcation, and the maxim
mum dimennsion (diag
gonal) is
about 2 mm. [Pho
oto: RF]
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At high
her magnifiication und
der a metalllographic (reflected light) micrroscope, PV
VS peels
from ggrinding paatches show
w abundan
nt fine striiations ind
dicating abrrasive smo
oothing.
Low po
oints on th
he peel (i.e. high poin
nts on the grinding sttone surfacce) are asssociated
with haard grains of
o quartz th
hat have m
more smootthing and appear
a
to hhave been polished
p
flat witth fewer strriations (Figure 13 an
nd Figure 14).

The PV
VS impressiions from each
e
grindi ng patch an
nd off‐site controls w
were studied under
a refleccted light microscope
m
e. Two kind
ds of smootthing or po
olish were nnoted. Alig
gnments
of polissh and striaations werre common
n on some grinding
g
pa
atches and rare or ab
bsent on
others.

Figure 13: PVS peeels from sm
mooth polisshed surfacce of grindiing patchess. Left: KAR
R 06‐21
s
(sslightly darrker scratcches) and alignments running to
op right‐
GP 16. Note fine striations
m left. Ligh
hter patche
es with sm
mall depresssions (darker patchhes) are polished.
bottom
Right: K
KAR 06 01 GP1 Samp
ple 2. Scalee for both im
mages: diagonal is abbout 1mm. [Photo:
RF]
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Figure 14: PVS peels from grinding patches. Left: PVS peel from KAR 06 19 GP 1,
showing exceptionally well developed polish on high points (lighter areas) with darker
patches indicating depressions on the stone itself. Right: PVS peel from PAL VII 06 02
GP35 showing much more abrasive conditions with striations oriented in at least two
directions. Scale for both images: diagonal is about 1mm. [Photo: RF]
Nevertheless some surfaces were highly smoothed and flat; and had sustained bright
polish which is presumably a consequence of the stone types and the material which
was being ground.
Results: Phytoliths in residues
A total of 97 residue samples from 95 grinding patches at 10 sites were studied by LW.
These samples were analysed by examination of the mounted residue on a glass slide
using a transmitted light microscope. This revealed that the aqueous residue samples
typically had abundant residues present, including phytoliths and starch grains (Figure
15). Phytoliths were recorded as belonging to one of 23 ‘distinctive’ (ie recognisable)
categories: sinuous edged rod, straight edged rod, spiny edged rod, blocky quadrilateral,
hair cell ovoid, trichome, elongated hair cell, unilobe, bilobe with a limited waist, bilobe
with a defined waist, spheroid [which typically indicate the presence of spinifex
grasses], angular quadrilateral, Eriachne [bilobe on a base], Aristida [bilobe with a
distinctive long shaft], polylobate, sphere, quadrilateral plate, sinuous edged plate,
bulliform, Acacia [irregular amorphous form with surface ornamentation], stomata,
Cyperaceae [plate with distinctive patterned nodes] and ‘others’. Additionally, pieces of
amorphous plate and amorphous fragments of thicker, irregularly shaped, non‐
repetitive morphologies were also noted; these latter categories were excluded from the
total phytolith counts used both to compare the relative phytolith abundance in each
sample and to construct the phytolith diagrams.

Figure 15: Left: Residue extraction from KAR 06 10 GP1 Sample 3, with phytoliths
(some with serrate edges) Scale: diagonal is about 1mm. Right: Starch grain (diameter
18 microns – too large to be from grass) from KAR 06 01 GP1. Cross polarised light.
[Photo: RF]
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Analysiis confirmeed the ubiq
quitous preesence of phytoliths
p
in all samplles examin
ned. The
abundaance of phy
ytoliths present in eaach samplee varied co
onsiderablyy, most like
ely as a
result o
of taphonomic factorss rather thaan differen
nces in orig
ginal use paatterns. Dia
agnostic
phytoliith types observed
o
included th
hose from Acacia, an
nd Panicoidd, Chlorido
oid and
Spinifex grasses (Figure
(
16)), and assem
mblages were
w
dominated by moorphologica
al types
producced by a vaariety of grasses, partticularly members of the Chloriddoid and Panicoid
P
sub‐fam
milies. Six of
o the sites are discusssed here (F
Figure 17).

Figure 16: Some of the phy
ytolith typees observed
d in this sttudy. SEM images. To
op row:
Acacia, second ro
ow down: Panicoideae
P
e grasses, third
t
row down:
d
chlo ridoideae grasses,
g
bottom
m row: Spin
nifex (also in the Chlloridoideaee subfamily
y). Scale: W
White striped bars
are 20 microns, Black bars are
a 5 micro ns. [Photo:LW]

Althouggh it is nott possible to
t be entireely certain that all of the residuees were the result
of grind
ding owingg to the op
pen nature of the sitees sampled,, phytolith analysis provides
p
supporrt for the proposition
p
that in alll cases the sampled grinding
g
paatch feature
es were
utilised
d for the grinding
g
of
o plant maaterials, ass opposed to ochre preparatio
on. The
phytoliith analysiss suggests that the p
plant materrial processed on thee grinding patches
was sim
milar in eaach case, being
b
typicaally grassees of the Panicoid annd Chlorido
oid sub‐
families.
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Figure 17: Graph showing th
he compariison between phytolitth abundannce in each residue
samplee (and across the six differentt sites), based on to
otal numbbers of disstinctive
phytoliiths counteed across te
en transectss. [Wallis 2008]
Of partticular inteerest are the
t low in
ncidence off Acacia an
nd the varriable presence of
Spinifex on grinding patches within th
he same sitte complex (Table 1). Spheroidss typical
of spinifex are prresent at alll sites but their pressence varies at grindiing patchess within
the sitees. This sugggests (butt does not unequivoccally demon
nstrate) thaat the pressence of
Spinifex and Acacia may not simply be related
d to their abundance
a
in the lan
ndscape
(which is very higgh) but rath
her to cultu
ural selectio
on at times in the pastt.
Table 1
1: Abundan
nce of phyto
oliths at sittes.
Site

Num
mber
P
wiith
of Patchees with Patches
grin
nding
Acaciaa
Spinifex
S
patches at eacch presen
nt
(spheroids
(
s)
site
e
present
p

Chloriidoid
to Pa
anicoid
relativ
ve
abund
dance

FMG KA
AR III 06‐18

26

1

26
2

Even except
GP46

FMG KA
AR III 06‐19

4

1

4

High

FMG KA
AR III 06‐40

2

0

2

High

FMG KA
AR III 06‐50

14

2

13
1

Tendin
ng
even

FMG KA
AR III 06‐55

20

1

19
1

Even
but
variation in
patche
es

FMG PA
AL VII 06‐0
02

13

0

6

Variattion in
patche
es

Figure 18 showss a graphiccal represeentation off the distin
nctive phyytoliths in residue
6‐19 site.
samplees from the KAR III 06

14

Figure 18: Phytoliith diagram
m of residuee samples from
f
FMG KAR
K III 06‐‐19. [Walliss 2008]
Althouggh only fou
ur sampless were exaamined from
m KAR III 06‐19, theey show re
elatively
consisttency in th
he presencce of spin
nifex grassees (ie sph
heroid typee phytolith
hs) and
Chlorid
doid grassees, with verry little inp
put from Paanicoid gra
asses. In coontrast, disstinctive
phytoliiths in residue sam
mples from
m the FMG
G KAR IIII 06‐50 ssite are alll quite
homogenous, with
h the various morphoological typ
pes indicating a mixtuure of Paniccoid and
Chlorid
doid grassees, with onlly very lim
mited input from spiniifex grassess (Figure 19).
1 The
degree to which residue sa
amples miight be afffected by local taphoonomic con
nditions
(water,, wind and
d fire) is difficult
d
to determinee with this data set aand it is th
hus not
possiblle to demon
nstrate Abo
original preeference for particular grass taxaa.

Figure 19: Phytoliith diagram
m of residuee samples from
f
FMG KAR
K III 06‐‐50. [Walliss 2008]

Unfortu
unately theere is no easy
e
way too distinguiish between phytolithhs that hav
ve been
incorpo
orated into
o a grindin
ng patch reesidue as a result off human prrocessing of
o plant
materiaal, as oppossed to thosse that havee settled on
n the surface fortuitouusly throug
gh wind
action. While the presence of
o burnt (staained) phy
ytoliths in a residue m
might indica
ate their
presence was thee result of wind
w
ratheer than hum
man agents (since peeople generally do
not pro
ocess burnt grasses), the fact th
hat burning does nott always caause stainin
ng does
not meean it is always
a
possible to aassume un
nstained phytoliths
p
aare unburrnt, and
therefo
ore more liikely the result
r
of deeliberate plant
p
proce
essing activvities (thou
ugh see
Parr 2
2006). Nev
vertheless, the exam
mination off ‘off‐site’ control s amples (ie
e those
15

collected from the rock surface adjacent but not on grinding patches) might allow
elucidation of this issue.

Discussion
Taphonomic issues notwithstanding, the phytolith evidence provides support for the
proposition that in all cases the sampled grinding patch features were utilised for the
grinding of plant materials. Starch grains were very rare and not likely to survive open
air conditions. No ochre stains or particles were observed, nor any other significant use‐
residues.
The phytolith analysis shows that the plant material processed on the grinding patches
was similar in each case, being typically grasses of the Panicoid and Chloridoid sub‐
families. Moreover, usewear on the grinding patches is consistent with experimental
wear patterns from grinding seeds.
Extensive bedrock grinding patches are known in Gulf country of western Queensland
(Gorecki and Grant 1994). A grass seed grinding function for these Pilbara grinding
patches (rather than ochre grinding) is not surprising particularly given the polished
surfaces noted by previous researchers, and the extensive distribution and long time
depth of grinding technology in Australia (Fullagar et al. 2008; Gorecki et al. 1997). Nor
is it surprising to find phytoliths in abundance (see Hart and Wallis 2003). What is
surprising is the evidence of spinifex phytoliths and a rare archaeological example of
possible exploitation of spinifex seeds for food.

There are about 14 species of Triodia and Plechtrachne genera (commonly called
spinifex) in central Australia and it is notoriously difficult to determine species (Latz
1995: 288). There are at least three species in the Pilbara: Triodia wiseana (hard
spinifex), Triodia pungens (soft spinifex) and Triodia epactia (soft spinifex). Aboriginal
people use Spinifex for an extraordinary range of things: food (seeds and internodes),
medicine (i.e. resin impregnated anthills and smoke), shelter, bedding (!), glue (resin)
for tools and ornaments, waterproofing of rafts, hunting hides, torches and firesticks,
nets (hard spinifex clumps) and fibres (Gott 1992; Juluwarlu Aboriginal Corporation nd;
Latz 1995). Pitman and Wallis (2012) list 11 main categories including reference to
spinifex processing using stone to grind clumps of leaves (for fibre and string) and
seeds (for food). The presence of spinifex phytoliths on grinding patches raises an
interesting question about the use by Aboriginal people of spinifex seeds in the Pilbara
and elsewhere in Australia. Beth Gott’s database of Aboriginal use of plants (Gott 1992)
documented few specific references to grinding spinifex seeds in semi‐arid margins of
the continent: in northern Flinders Ranges (Cleland and Johnston 1939) and
northwestern NSW (Turner 1905).
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In central Australia, Latz (1995: 291) noted that the ‘Warlpiri are reputed to eat spinifex
internodes in times of hardship but consider them a tasteless, inferior, stopgap food. ...
Aboriginal people in this area deny any use of spinifex seeds for food’.

In northwestern Australia, in the Hamersley Plateau of the Pilbara, Juwularlu Aboriginal
Corporation (nd:118) documented edible seeds including Acacia inaequilatera, colei,
pyrifolia, tumida, Panicum decompositum, Calandrina polyandra, Portulaca oleracea and
Eucalyptus camaldulensis; but no spinifex. However, Brehaut and Vitenbergs (2001:
146) document that edible seeds reported by the Guruma elders included hill spinifex
(Triodia sp.) (Guruma name: paru). [This list of edible plants was compiled mostly by
Peter Stevens and Nelson Hughes with identification assistance from Stephen van
Leeuwen and Michael Hughes from Western Australia’s Department of Conservation
and Land Management.]

There is also indirect evidence that Spinifex seeds were ground for food in the Pilbara.
Although Veth (1993) and Walsh (1987) noted no spinifex seeds in the Martu resource
schedule, there is evidence from the Burrup. Bird and Hallam (2006:5) referred to
Turner (1981) and reported that ‘A study of the grinding patches recorded during the
Dampier Archaeological Project in the early 1980s showed that they were most
common in camping areas close to spinifex grasslands, suggesting that they were mainly
used for grinding spinifex seeds into flour. Many grinding patches had clearly been used
over long periods of time, from the amount of wear and the fact that their surfaces had
often been rejuvenated and re‐roughened through pecking or incising lines.’ The
Jaburara Heritage Trail brochure also says Aboriginal people harvested spinifex for
seeds. It is likely that spinifex seeds were used for food in the Pilbara particularly when
nothing else was available in the required quantity at particular times of the year.

Peter Veth (Veth et al. 1993 and in discussion) has suggested that the semi‐arid margins
around the arid core may have been harder to live in at certain times because they are
less predictable (when and where rainfall happens); and large aggregations of people
close to the grinding patches are suggested by the vast body of engravings, which is
indeed the case in the Woodstock/Abydos study area. Following this argument, bedrock
grinding patches on this huge scale are a signature of substantial food production (i.e.
seed cakes or damper) to feed large gatherings, made possible by the peculiar
configuration of social networks, seasonal resource availability (water and grass seeds),
and rock formations (both granite domes for grinding patches and granophyre boulders
for rock art.). Based on ethnography and oral tradition, it is likely that these large areas
of intensive seed processing reflect women’s activities, to feed families involved in
ceremonies associated with the rock art. Domestic campsites are likely to be associated
with these seed grinding activities.

Conclusions
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Other than noting the presence of grinding patches and measuring their dimensions,
research into Aboriginal grinding patches is typically minimal in Australia. In this study
we present a methodology for recovering PVS peels of grinding stone usewear and
aqueous solutions of phytolith residues in order to allow the further study of such
features to assist in the determination of their possible function(s). Seed grinding
experiments were undertaken with granite and dolerite to complement other tool‐use
experiments. Usewear study of 95 grinding patches at 10 site locations indicates that all
were probably used for grinding seeds, although the incidence of striations and polish
development is variable and may relate to different task conditions, or, alternatively
other tasks such as the processing of spinifex leaves and stems for fibres.

Phytolith analysis of residues recovered from the surfaces of grinding patches indicates
the dominance of grass phytoliths. Despite unresolved taphonomic conditions in open
site settings with likely contamination from rain and wind, the grass phytolith
assemblage supports the usewear study and suggests the use of Spinifex (Triodia and
Plechtrachne genera) in the Pilbara for seeds. New micro‐staining techniques developed
by Birgitta Stephenson (2011) have high potential for reliable identification other
grinding stone traces and further evaluating the function of these sites
A high frequency and extensive distribution of grinding stones (including bedrock
grinding patches) are probably linked intimately with food production for large
gatherings of Aboriginal people.
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